CASE OF LEARNING & OUTLINE FOR PHASE 3

A. Mentoring/Supervision Hours:
   Total hours: 35
   with John or Janet: 15 - 20 hours
   with IPM guest mentors: 10 hours
   with supervisors at practicum sites: TBD

B. Practicum & Internship *
   Total required practicum -- actual practice hours: 120
   Total required preparation and follow up hours: 30
   Two traditional internship: 80 hours
   One non-traditional internship: 40 hours
   It will be perfectly okay to document and include retroactive hours.
   * see letter for explanation of terms

Writing 1 to 1.5 page report on each session.
Response & Self-Review format to be provided.

Traditional:
A place where you create/find an opportunity but are
working within a more traditional structure and population –

   homeless shelter, half-way house, incarcerated youth, cancer support,
   traumatic brain injury, alcohol and substance abuse, rekindled
   vocational support for teachers and nurses, support of immigrant and
   refugees, etc.

An institution where an opportunity is already afforded to you:

   Hospice, eating disorder clinic, after school program with students

Something that I have not thought of here, we can talk. IPM does not have
ready-made internships to offer but as people feel ready and prepared to
start / read and prepared to develop further opportunities, John will offer support for this process. As the training grows over the years I hope that we in fact can develop relationships with organizations that will make placement possible.

**Non-Traditional:**  
Canyon de Chelly, Energy Medicine, Shamanic Medicine links to Poetic Medicine -- essentially where you create a program and invite people to register

**C. Study**  
85 - 100 hours total

◆ **Read Five Books on the Theme of Writing to Heal**  
Three books of your choice  
(checked out with John that it is okay, fairly broad latitude of acceptance is to be expected)

Two books chosen in consultation with John.

Each book with 1 - 1.5 page written annotation.

◆ **Write Three Papers**  
Reflection paper 7 - 10 pages

Research Oriented paper  7 – 10 pages  
(guidelines to be provided)

Final Paper 11 – 15 pages +

Subject of papers is up to you. Papers can evolve from mentoring sessions or otherwise. The structure of the paper could be inquiry-based or thesis-based. I’ll describe the difference in those at a later date. Your choice of what to write can be discussed individually as well as due dates for papers. A self-reflection paper is due early on in Phase 3 to help set your intention and to name “where you are” currently.

◆ **Read Four Varied Articles/Chapters Related to Poetry as Healer**  
John has a large collection of these and will provide a bibliography and is open to consider whatever you may suggest.

◆ **Interview Someone Involved in Work that Values Poetry as Healer**
Interview someone (potentially the list of guest mentors) who is using poetry/writing in a healing way in their work or who has been deeply influenced by writing poetry as they do their work. Transcribe or write up the interview.

* Continue to work in Triads to Share this Work

**D. Attendance at 4th Colloquium**
Time to be determined. Vallombrosa Retreat Center Menlo Park, CA Program to be presented and described in the near future.

**E. Regular Cohort Class for Phase 3**
4 two-hour classes on Thursday regular class time. These classes will be more led by the cohort with consultation with John.

**F. Self-Directed Exploration Final Project**
Choosing an application/aspect/subject of poetry as healer/poetic medicine that draws, calls, inspires you to bring out more.

Project presentation for this is open w/ consultation with John or Janet. This can be based on your final paper. This does not have to be a written paper but can take the form of a dramatic enactment, multimedia presentation of some kind.

The schedule for completion of the above is going to be personalized; a large framework to consider is to have the whole of 2014 to make significant progress. **Important: Parts of this outline may need to be modified for individual situations**

---

**Fee Schedule**

**Mentoring**
John’s mentoring @ $55 per hour $1,100.00

Guest mentoring @ $60 per hour $ 600.00

**Study**
In-depth comments on all papers, interview, book annotation, special project $ 300.00

Postage for papers, etc. $15.00
Cohort Classes
Four Classes
February 27, March 20, April 24, June 2 $ 240.00

Colloquium
February 7 – 11
at Vallmobrosa Retreat $ 675.00

Total Due for Phase 3: $2930.00